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ABSTRACT 

The C’rystal Ball detector has heen uwd at 111~ DORIS II storage ring at, DES\- 

to Ftudy the reaction 3: ;r j;-+ irl thfa 7 77 7; invariant mass range from 

850 MeV/c2 to 2600 IklrIW ’ c3. AII enhancement. around 1750 XleV/c2 is att.ril)ut ed 

t,o the ~~(1670) resonance. The observed ire j7’ invariant mass distribution and the 

T” angular distributions are consist.ent with those expected for the decay chain 

7r2 4 xOfz(1270) - x’T~%i’. From our measurements we find the following reso- 

nance parameters: two p11ot.011 parGal width I’;: = (1.45 i 0.23 i 0.28) key. mass 

M(7r2) = (1742 i 31 i 49) PlileI’/c’ and total width I’Sp,’ = (236 = 49 i 36) Me\;. 
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1 Inhoduction 
- 

c In this pa,per the 7 j production of the ~i?( lG70) resonance and the measurement, of its radia- 

t,ive widt,h. mass and tot,al width is reported. This resonant st,ate has been known since 19G5 
-. 

and 1la.s been confirmed by several experiments [I!. The 7rTT2 has J”‘ = 2-’ a.nd is believed 

to belong t’o the nonet in which t,he qua.rk and the antiquark spins are coupled t.o a singlet 

stai;e having orbital angular momentum L = 2. Having positive C-parit,y and J + 1: it, is 

accessible in quasi-real ye scatt’ering at, c+c- st,orage rings. 

- The strength of the two-phot,on coupling is an important, observable of any resonance. 

In the quark model it is proportional to (ei):, where (E:)~ is the mean squared charge of 

the quark constituents q of the resonance R. This information can t.est our understanding of 

mesons and helps in the classification of new states. 

In bhis analysis the neutral member of t,he 7r2 isotriplet has been observed via its 7r”f2( 1270) 

- decay in the reaction chain 

e+t- + e+e- + x2(1670) 

The measurement was performed at, an average beam energy of 5 GeV using t,he Cryst’al Ball 

’ detect’or at the DORIS II e+e- storage ring. Preliminary result,s have been reportBed at the 

1 Shores11 conference on photon-photon collisions [2]. The CELLO Collaborat’ion has observed 

the ~2( 1670) in t,he react,ion chain 7) + 7rz + 7rs~-7r” [3;. 

The paper is organized as follows: in the next. section the Crystal Ball det,ect.or is briefly 

I described. Tl re method of 7rTTo identification and the event selection are explained in sect’ions 3 
and 4. III section 5 the detection efficiency and Mont,e Carlo event simulation are discussed. 

The following three sect,ions are devot,ed t,o background subtraction (section 6): angular distri- 

. butions (section i) and result’s on the 7r2 resonance parameters (sect,ion 8). Finally. section 9 

cont,ains the conclusions. 

2 Detector 

The Cryst,al Ball detect,or is a non-magnetic calorimeter designed t’o measure precisely the 

energies and directions of electromagnetically showering particles. It is well suit’ed to study 

two-phot#on collisions in which all the final state particles are phot.ons. The main part of 

the detect,or is a spherical shell of 672 opt,ically isolat,ed NaI( Tlj crystals covering 93 % of 

the trotal solid angle. -4 large geometrical acceptance is important, for the det,ection of final 

states produced in t,wo-phot,on reactions. Because of generally unequal init,ial st.at,e phot,on 

energies, the two-photon center-of-mass system is moving in the laborat,ory frame and the 
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final state particles are boost,ecl along the beam direction. The energy resolution for photon> 

--is.o’E ,E =I (2.i I 0.21 % ~:<!E(GFIJ~). The photon direction H with respect to t,he beam axis is 
c 

determined. using the XaI calorimeter, with an accuracy of CT@ = 1” t,o 3” depending on the 

-. photon energy. To det’ect charged part’icles the cent,ral cavity of the Crystal Ball is equipped 

with a set of four cylindrical double la.yers of tube chambers. For the first 8’ipb-i of t,he 

full 25; pb-1 sample, only three double layers were inst.alled. The azimuthal angle Q and t,he 

-position of the hit along t,he z-direction (the initial c+ direction of flight) are measured. A 

detailed description of the Crystal Ball det$ect,or has been given elsewhere j4]. 

3 Identification of neutral pions 

In this experiment. t,he final stat’e lept,ons were not observed since they are predominantly 

scattIered at. very small angles. Hence the observed final state consists of six photons. Each 

--of these phot.ons is detect,ed by its energy deposition in a region of adjacent crystals each 
. . 

having at, least 10 MeV: called a “connected region”. In the case of well-separated phot’ons 

one should detect six energy clust,ers for t,he 7r*7r”7rITo final state. However, the energy of at 

least, one of the three TO’S is usually relatively large because of the high mass of the 7r2 and 

the f2 as well as the boost of the 77 system. The two photons originating from such a no 

have a small opening angle. This results -in overlapping energy deposits forming just, one 

energy clust’er in the det,ector. U-e call this a “merged r”“, as opposed to an “unmerged TO”, 

--where the two decay phot’ons form t,wo isolated clust,ers. For the granularity of the Cryst’al 

Ball det’ector t,his merging st,art,s t.o occur for no energies of about 5OOMeV. Hence we search 

for events with five energy clust,ers: four from well separated phot’ons from the decay of two 

I z”s, and one cluster from the two unresolved photon showers from the remaining fast 7r” . 

Unmerged n-O-s are reconstructed from pairs of separat.ed photon candida.tes. A connected 

region is a separat#ed photon candidat,e if it,s lat,eral energy disbribudion is consist.ent with that 

* expected for an elecbromagnetically showering particle. The photon energy and direction are ~. 
determined from the cryst,al with the highest. energy in the connected region and it)s twelve 

nearest’ neighbors. Small corrections t.o the energy are applied as described below. 

Connected regions with total energy greater than 500 MeV are candidat,es for merged ~“s. 

Their identification is based on an algorithm [5j which evaluates the dransverse shower patt.ern. 

The energy E and direction c’of the merged 7rc candidat,e are calculated by E = C; E; and 

c’ = C; E; <i /E, respectively, where Ei is the energy det,ected in t,he jth crystal, n: is the 

unit vector pointing to it,s cent,er, and the sums run over all crystals in the connected region. 

This energy is then corrected for longit,udinal and lat,eral shower leakage (see below). From 

the second moment of the lateral energy dist.ribut,ion, defined as s E C;(Z; - Z)’ E;/E, the 

invariant. mass A4 of the overlapping phot,ons is obtained from the relation A4 = E 47: js - s 

where s-, is the average second moment of a single phot.on shower. This quantity discriminates 
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The energy calibration of the electromagnet,ic calorimeter (XaI crystals. photomultipliers 

-. and elecbronics) uses Bhabha event,s. Two corrections are applied for single photon showers 

according to Mont’e Carlo calculations: 2 % for lateral and longitudinal shower leakage and 

up to 2 % for non-central hits in t,he crystal with the highest energy. An empirical correct,ion 

for nonlinearity is 5 v/o for 100 MeV photons and smaller at higher energies [G]. For merged 

TO’S a correction of 6 % t,o the energy measured in the connected region is needed to account. 

for shower leakage according to Mont.e Carlo studies. From these st,udies we conclude t,hat~ 

our energy scale has a sysbemat,ic error of 2 %. Two different checks of t,his procedure for 

energy calibration have been made using our data. From events my -+ f2 + 7rTTo7ro with one 

merged and one unmerged 7r” we find Mf? = (1271 5 5) MeV/c’ (statistical error only). The 

reconstructed masses for unmerged and merged +“s are (135.0 i 2.1) MeV/c2 and (130.2 * 

- 2.8) MeV7/c2: respectively. 

4 Event selection 

The data used in this analysis correspond to an integrated luminosity of 25ipb-r and were 

collected bet,ween 1982 and 1986. The events are required t.o satisfy the following selection 

criteria: 
-. 

l The energy deposited in the main ball must be less than 5000 MeV. This cut is useful 

in rejecting e+e’- annihilation events. 

I -- l The events must have exactly five connect,ed regions, each of them wit’11 an energy 

E > 20 MeV, a.t least, one with E > 500 MeV (merged rrc candidate). 

l The direction of each shower has to sat,isfy the angular cut / cos 0; < 0.85; where 0 is 
~. 

t’he angle bet*ween the shower direct,ion and t,he beam direction. 

l The lateral energy dist.ribution of each photon candidate must be consistent with t’hat’ 

expect’ed for a single elect~romagneticallp showering particle. This condition is not, 

imposed on t,he lateral energy distribution of t,he merged 7r” candidates. 

l At, most, one charged track (detected by the tube chambers) which is correlat’ed with 

an energy clusder is admitt,ed since the probability for conversion of at least one out’ of 

six photons is about 20 Yo. 

l The squared transverse momentum sum ]C p; I 2is required t,o be less than 15000 MeI” ,/c”. 

(Events failing this cut, have been kept. t’o st,udy the distribution of this quantity). 
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The data sample after tlie+e select,ion cut> shows a clear 7rTT( signal. For events wit,11 at, 

-least, one pair of separat.ed pllotorls with an invariant mass in the range from 105 h/IeSe/c2 
c to 165 MeT’ ‘c2 I 5 a scatt,er plot of the invariant nias3 of the remaining two separated photons 

-- versus the mass of the two overlapping photons is shovm in Fig. la. A cluster for rrTT37rTTo is 

observed. For invariant masses of the two separat,ed photons from 105 MeV/c2 t.o 165 Mel’/? 

and from 80MeS’,/c’ to 180Me17jc” for the two overlapping photons. the invariant mass of 

the t,wo remaining photons is plot,ted in Fig. lb. The widths of the observed signals are 

consist,ent with our expect,ed 7r0 mass resolutions. Both distributions shown in Fig. 1 clearly 

hresent evidence for t,he observation of rrITc7r07rTTo events. When these three cuts are imposed 

simultaneously the resulting final sample consists of 69 events. Only one event. is ambiguous 

with two combinations of isolat~ed photons satisfying the cuts defined above. 

The four-moment,a of t.he three x0’s were used to calculate the invariant mass of the final 

state. The histogram in Fig. 2a shows this +‘7r07rTTo invariant mass distribution. A clear 

-- enhancement around 1750 MeV/c2 is visible. The transverse moment’um distribution peaks 

at small values as is expected for the two-photon production mechanism (see Fig. 3). The 

invariant mass dist’ribution of the +‘7r0 subsystem is shown in Fig. 4. We observe: above 

a combinatorial background, an enhancement, around 1250MeV/c2. This suggests that we 

observe 7rz production, followed by the decay into 7rTTu f2(1270) . The 7r2 has Jp” = 2-+ 

and is thus expectsed to be produced in quasi-real yy scat,tering. Consistency of the angular 

distributions and the mass and width of the observed signal with those expected for the x:, 

-. are discussed in sections 7 and 8. 

5 Detection efficiency 

To ensure that’ the enhancement in the 7r07rc~o invariant, mass distribution does not’ come 

from phase space production and to simulat,e ~2 resonance production and decay, two Montje 

. Carlo event, generators were used. ~. Both Monde Carlo dat,a samples were passed through a 

complet,e det,ector simulation. 

The first’ Monte Carlo program (MCl) generated yy -+ 7r07r0ro events with an energy 

independent’ cross section and a decay according to phase space. The 7r”~‘7r0 invariant, mass 

distribution obt,ained from MC1 generat,ed events does not, reproduce the peak in the data (see 

Fig. 2a). Also t,he experimental ;TTO~~’ invariant mass distribution is not described correctly 

by MC1 (see Fig. 4). 

The second h/lont,e Carlo generat,or (MC2) is based on a covariant. matrix element. for the 

decay chain in (1). The formation of a resonant, state with spin-parity 2- in t’he collision 

of two quasi-real phot.ons is described [T] by only one amplitude, which has t,ot,al helicit,y 0. 

Since t,he final st,at)e consists of three indistinguishable pions, t,he full amplit,ude must be 

symmetrized, i.e. expressed in t#erms of a coherent sum of three amplitudes corresponding to 
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.- - 
the three different combinations of Z”S leading to the 7i .f2( 12iOj final sta,te. The squared 

-matrix element lM12 describing the process -,7 ---$ r2 ----f 7rU.f2 + rcrrITli~“ may be writt,en as:* 
c 

where BR denobes the product, decay branching ratio 

ml = BR(n2 -+ 7r”f2) . BR(f, + 7r”7r0) 

and MT,, is t,he 7r2 mass; D(;, k) and A(i, Ic) are defined in (7) and (8) below. The Breit-W’igner 

cross section for 7r2 product,ion is given by [8] 

Here t’he widths are mass dependent. The t,otal width is given by 

: 

(4) 

where I’4P, ( MT, ) is t’he nominal total width, q*( IV,,) is the fi(1270) momentum in the yy 

center-of-mass system and qi = q*(M=,). L is the orbit.al angular momentum bet,ween t,he 

-fi(1270) and the Z’ in the final state: it is L = 0 in the case of 7rTT2 4 7r”f2(1270) [9j. The 

RL are Blatt-Weisskopf damping factors [lo]. Not&e that. &, E 1 holds. 

The decay width of the 7r2 to two photons depends [8] on IV,,: 

* The nominal widt.11 is paramet,rized as [8] ~. 

(5) 

where F( 0,O) is the helicit,y form fact,or (the ~7-n~ coupling constant) which does not depend 

on either the my invariant mass or the resonance mass. It can therefore be used for comparison 

of resonances. 

The D(i?k) v b 1 sC 1x1 o in (2) denotes the decay amplitude of 7r2 + 7r”f2, f2 4 7rTv7rg with the 

.fg propaga.tor separat.ed out. D( i. b ) can be int,erpreted as the combined angular distribution 

of the 7r2 and the f2 decays. All quantities here and in the following are calcula.t,ed in the 

rest frame of the yy syst,em with t,he z-axis oriented along the beam axis. These amplit’udes 

*In this notation the integral of IM12 over the A~+‘+’ phase-space volume is equal to u(yy + ~2) BR. 



- 
were paramet,rized in a covariant way as given in I8 -, : The helicitp-0 amplitude describing t,he 

..JT~ + 7rc’fz decay t,akes t,he form 
c 

with (Er, 6r) and (E,, cZ) being the four-momenta of the +“s from the f2 decay, c, = L, T 

k2, E+ = Er & E2, ml2 the 7ryri invariant mass, and 8+ the polar angle of I,:* with respect t,o 

the beam axis. 

The amplitudes d( S, k) in the symmetrized matrix element (2) are proport’ional to Breit- 

Wigner propagators for the f2( 1270) , for instance 

A(1,2) o( 
b-42 i I’r Mj2 * 

The widt,h I’;’ depends on t.he 7r07ro invariant, mass ml2 as given in (4), suhstit-uting ml2 for 

W’,, and using R2 = 9 + 3(q*~)~ + (Q*T)~ with T = lfm. 

The detection efficiency was det,ermined on the basis of the MC2 simulation. It is displayed 

in Fig. 2b. The efficiency is rather small (Z 1%). C om ared to the case of isotropic 7r2 decay p 

it is smaller by almost, a factor t.wo mainly due bo the angular distribution which causes the 

_ TO’S from the f2 decay to be peaked forward (see discussion below). 
-. 

6 Background estimate 

- Possible sources of background under the 7r2 signal are non-resonant ye t rococo production 

and non-exclusive final stat’es; ~@~O~O + X, produced either in two-photon scat,tering or beam- 

gas reactions. The first, channel would have a peaked isc/2 distribution similar t,o the data 

(Fig. 3), whereas this distribution for t,he second and the third channel is expected to be 

flat. Comparison of the experimental iCp<I’ distribution for events having M( T~‘T’T~) > 

1450 MeV/c2 with that obtained from MC2 (see Fig. 3) h s ows close agreement of the two, 

suggest’ing a rather small non-exclusive background contribution in the resonance region. 

The Ixpii” d’ t ‘b t’ 1s rr u 1011 for events below 1450MeV/c2 is flat,, indicating that t,hose events 

are non-exclusive background. After our lCp;12 cut ten such events remain (Fig. 2a). The 

amount of background under the signal was then det,ermined by a fit (see section 8), which 

found 4.8 background event,s in the resonance region, which contains 59 event,s t.otal. The 

background resulting from this fit is shown in Fig. 2a. 



.- 

7 Angular distributions 
- 

c To check t.he consist,ency of our signal with t.he known spin and parit,y of the x2, decay angular 

distribut’ions ha.ve been studied for the events with A{( n07riTn7rTTC) :; 1450 MeV/c2. As sta.tcd 
-. 

above, a 2- resonance produced in quasi-real t,wo-phot,on collisions has helicity 0 relat.ive to 

t.he momentum vect,or of the t,wo-phot,on syst,em, which approximat,ely coincides wit,11 the 

beam direction. Since the relative orbital angular moment,um in the decay 7r2 + 7r”fx is 

L = 0 191: the projection of the f2 spin on an axis parallel t.o the beam must be identical t)o 

that of the 7r2. Th’ 1s d t e .ermines both angular decay distributions: the distribution 7r2 --+ 7r”f2 

has to be isot,ropic, whereas the distribution f2 --t 7rTTo7ro is expressed in terms of spherical 

harmonics as lYf(0)12. Here 6’ is t.he polar angle of the f2 d ecay pions evaluated in the .fz rest 

frame with the z-axis oriented along the beam direction. 

A kinematical analysis shows that the most energetic (“fast”) 7r” nearly always originates 

-- from the f2 decay. Unfort,unat,ely it is not possible t’o determine unambiguously which of t.he 

t-wo remaining TO’S originat,es from the f2 decay. However, one can investigat’e the I cos #‘I 

distribution of the fast, rc in the yy rest frame. The distribution of the data is presented 

together with those of the two Monte Carlo simulations in Fig. 5a. We find reasonable 

agreementbet,ween the data and the MC2 angular distribution (x2 = 5.1 for 4 d.o.f.) whereas 

the data and t.he MC1 distributions disagree (x2 = 31.6 for 4 d.o.f.). This shows that the 

experiment’al angular distribution agrees with the one expected from the 7r2 decay via a 7r”.f2 

- intermediate state. -. 
The spin-parity assignment, of the resonance may be further tested by analyzing the angu- 

lar distribution of the t,wo low energy pions. This distribution should be flatt,er as it cont,ains 

also t.he isotropic distribution of the direct no from the 7r2 4 7rcf2. It is plott,ed together wit,11 
I -- 

t’hat, obtained from MC2 in Fig. 5b. The t,wo distributions are in good agreement (x2 = 4.2 

for 4 d.o.f.). The MC1 distribution does not agree (x2 = 14.5 for 4 d.o.f.). 

Another test of the spin-parity hypothesis is performed by investigating the polar angular 

-‘distribution of the normal t.o the decay plane of the ~“~o~xc syst,em in its rest frame (all 

t,hree 7r” moment,a are coplanar). In Fig. 6 the data are compared to the MC1 and MC2 

distribut.ions The agreement is good (x2 = 2.3 for 4 d.o.f.) for MC2 whereas MC1 does not 

fit the data (h2 = 13.1 for 4 d.o.f.). 

These studies of angular distributions support the hypothesis t,hat we observe the decay 

chain 7r2 --j 7r”f2 ---t rJ7rc+ . 

8 Resonance parameters 

In order to determine the ~2 resonance parameters the B&t-Wigner shape in (3), convolut,ed 

with resolution (42 MeV) and correcded for flux and efficiency, was fitted to the M(~“~“~o) 
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distribut~n of Fig. 2a. The efficiency was calcula.ted 1~ MC2, which assumes the reaction 

-chain (1). An unbinncd maximum likelihood method was used. In addition to the Breit- 
c Wigner shape. a. 1inea.r background was assumed. Its amplitude was fixed io account for the 

--- ten events below 1450 Me1’jc2 and its slope was allowed t,o vary. The other parameters to the 

fit) are the mass Ad=, , t.he tot.al width I’E7f and for the my partial widt,h I’zz.BR(7r2 + 7r”7?~“). 

The curve resultming from t,he fit, is shown in Fig . 2a. The values of the parameters obtained 

in the fit’ are (the first error is statistical, bhe second systematic) 

K, = (1742 f 31 i 49) MeV/c2 

I? tot = 712 (236 3149 5 36) MeV 

r~~.Bl? = (251*40*35)eV. 

The s@ematic errors are shown in Table 1. The systematic uncertainty in the detection 

efficiency contains, besides Mont,e Carlo stat,istics, the error on the chamber inefficiency. The 

select’ion cut,s on the 7i0 mass (merged and unmerged), on the solid angle and on tfhe lCp<12 
. . 

ha.ve been varied. The contribution t,o the syst,ematic error from background subtraction was 

taken as the difference bet,ween the fit, parameters obtained above and those obtained under 

the extreme assumption of no background under the resonance. The individual contributions 

have been combined in quadrature. 

In order t,o obtain t’he cross section, the background as given by the fit is first, subtracted. 

Then the dat-a are correct’ed for the yy-flux of two transverse photons and for the efficiency. 

‘- Th e resulting cross section for the reaction ye + 7r2 - 7r”f2 ---f 7r07r’+ in the invariant mass 

range from 1450 MeV/c2 to 2500 MeV/c2 is displayed in Fig. '7. The int,ermediat’e stat,e 7r”f2 

has t,o be specified since the efficiency is calculat,ed under this assumption. The cross section 

L curve obtained from the fit described above is also shown in Fig. 7. 

The main decay mode for the 7r2 into three pions is via the 7r”f2(12i0) intermediat,e 

state [l]. One experiment [9] has report,ed that, the 7r2 also decays into a 7r(7rr)s-,,,,. Includ- 

ing this result, t’he Particle Data Group [lj has found the following values for the branching 

ratios: 

Using these branching rat,ios. t,he t,opological branching ratio is 

BR FE BR(7r2 + TI-~T"~~) = (18.2 i 2.3)'%. 

The contribution of the 7r”(~c~o)s_W&yc mode should manifest, itself in the invariant mass 

distribution of the 7rTTo7ro subsyst,em. Our data on the MmoTo distribution (Fig. 4) show an 
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enhancement at the .fz mass above a combina.torial background and are in good agreement 

-with MC2, while disagreeing with MCl. Wit,11 our limit,ed statistics a small contribut#ion from 
c the (~‘7i” jSpwavc in ~2 decays cannot be measured. 

-. To calculate I:: we a.ssume an S-wave cont.ribution as given above. The detect’ion effi- 

ciencv for t,lie 7r”(7rc’7rTTO)s--wave deca.y has been determined from Mont,e Carlo simulation and is 

somewhat smaller t,han for the 7r”f2(1270) d ecay, as may be seen in Fig. 2b. The difference 

in efficiency is taken int,o account in calculating the partial width. We find 

r?s = 
“2 

(1.45 * 0.23 Jo 0.28) keV . 

Our results on hf,, and I’:: are consistent with the values quoted by the Particle Data 

Group [l]. It should b e not,ed that, t.he mean value of MT, = (1670 i 20) MeV/c2 [l] does 

not take into account the result, from a t,wo-resonance fit [9], which yielded MT, = (li10 5 
i5) MeV/c?. Also tl re experiment, which observed the n; -+ ps~-r- channel [ll] found a 

._ similar value, (li10 * 20) MeV/c2. In t,his channel a mass shift due to final stat.e interactions 

should be minimal, as in the yy formation of the 7r2. 

Our result on I:; agrees within the large errors of both experiments with the recent 

analysis of the CELLO Collaboration [3] which obtained I?;: = (0.810.3&0.12) keV observing 

the decay ehannel 7r2 + 7rt~-7ro. Two intermediate states can contribute to this final stat,e: 

7r”f2(1270) and np (the latter is forbidden in t’he 7r”7r”ro final state). The CELLO result’ 

given above assumes constructive interference of the two intermediate states. If they assume 

- incoherence they get, I’;^: = (1.3 i 0.3 & 0.2) keV, in better agreement with our data. -. 
The value of I’:; can be converted into the corresponding coupling constant F. Using (6) 

and our value of M=, one obt,ains 

I -- I+,) = (10.2 i 1.4)~10-6JIv~e~~-1. 

In this quantity mass dependent factors like phase space have been separated out. Then 

the coupling constant is, apart from constant factors, equal to the hadronic matrix elementj. 

. Jts value can be compared more readily to that of other mesons to gain a feeling about t,he 

hadronic wave functions and especially their flavor dependence. The coupling constant for 

the 7rTr3 meson is+ F(n”) = (24.8 Z!Z 0.3). 10e6 MeV-‘. But one has to keep in mind that for the 

7r” meson (L = 0) the coupling constant F depends on the wave function at, the origin, $(O), 

whereas for the 7r2 meson (L = 2) it, depends on z!l”( 0). N onetheless, such similar values of F 

argue against an exotic nature of the 7r2. 

9 Conclusion 

The first, observation of yy production of the neutral member of the 7i2 isotriplet in the ++rr’ 

final state has been reported. The measurement of the two-phot.on partial width and new 

‘Note that for pseudoscalar mesons the factor 120 in Eq. (6) must be changed to 64. 
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values for the mass and the t,otal width of the 7r2 are presented. The Ti2 is the first resonant. 

.-state with Jpc’ = 3-+ t,o be observed in t,wo-phot.on interactions. The values of l?z;l and the 
c .- form fact,or F are comparable t.o those oht.ained for mesons in other nonets. This suggests 

that the niT? is a conventional qij meson. -- 

.- 
- . . 

-. 
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Table- 

c .- 

-. 

Source 

Luminosity 

Absolut,e energy calibration 

Det,ection efficienq- 

Background subt.ract.ion 

and cut variation 

Branching ratio 

Combined 

Al r fof 

119%I 
10.28 keV 

Table 1: Sgst#ematic errors: contributions to the results on Mass AI=,,, total width I’: and 

y-y partial width I?:;, with and without, the branching ratio BR. 
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FigurF Captions 

c .- 1. The invariant mass distributions of two phot,ons. 

a) Scat,ter plot, of the invariant) mass of two separat,ed photons versus the mass of two 
-- 

overlapping photons (the remaining two separated phot,ons are in the mass range from 

105 MeV/c’ to 165 MeV/c2). The cut window is displayed. 

- h) The invariant mass of two separa.ted phot,ons.The invariant mass of t#he remaining 

t,wo separat,ed photons and t,he mass of the t,wo overlapping photons are required t’o he 

in the mass range from 105 MeV/c” to 165 MeV/c’ and from 80 MeV/c2 to 180 MeV/c*, 

respectively. The cuts are indicated by arrows. 

3 Y. a) The observed invariant mass distribution of the ~ITo7r07ro events (histogram), the ex- 

pectation from MC1 (dott’ed line), the result of the fit (solid line), and the background 

contribution t.o t,he fit (dashed line). 

- b) The det’ection efficiencies det,ermined from MC1 (dotted line), MC2 (solid linej and 

the Mont,e Carlo for the 7r2 + 7r(7r7rjsewave decay (dashed line). For details see text. 

3. The IC&j2d’ t ‘b t’ 1s rr u ion of 7rTTo+‘7ro events with one merged and two unmerged 9’s and 

having AI(+‘7r”+) > 1450 MeV/c2. Dots with error bars are the data points whereas 

the histogram represents the MC2 prediction. The arrow indicat,es t,he cut. 

4. The invariant, mass distribution of the 7rTTo7ro subsystems (3 entries/event,) for events 
- with A~!(7r’7r’~~) > 1450MeV/c*. Dots with error bars represent the data. The solid 

hist#ogram is the MC2 prediction; t,he dotted histogram is the MC1 prediction. 

5. Polar angular distributions of the 7r*‘s in the rest frame of the yy system for events 
I -- wit,11 A~(xc7r*7r0) > 1450 MeV/c2. The data are not correct,ed for det.ection efficiency. 

The distributions are normalized to unit area. 

a) Angular distributions of the fast, nc (see text,). The points with error bars are 
~. the experimental dat,a. The solid hist)ogram is t,he MC2 result. while the dotted line 

represents the MC1 prediction. 

b) Angular distribution of the two low energy pions (2 ent,ries per event,). Notation as 

in (a). 

6. Polar angular dist)ribution of t.he normal t’o the decay plane in the ye rest) frame for 

events withM(7rc’7r07r”) :i 1450 MeV/c*. The points with error bars are the experiment,al 

data, not correct,ed for efficiency. The solid hisdogram is the MC2 result. The dot,t.ed 

line representIs MCl. All distribut’ions are normalized t.o unit. area. 

7. The cross section cr(yy + 7~~) . BR(7r2 + x~~~~~), measured assuming the decay chain 

7r2 --+ ?Pf2 -+ 7r07r07r0? as a function of t,he yy cent,er of mass energy W,,. The solid 

curve shows the result of the Breit-Wigner fit t,o the data of Fig. 2. 
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